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As one of the best-maintained men in 
fashion, Tom Ford knows a thing or two 
about fixing up and looking sharp. These 
new additions to the designer’s popular 
men’s grooming line — including a shave 
oil (€54), exfoliator (€44) and gelcomb 
(€40) for bushy eyebrows — make tapping 
his skincare know-how a cinch.  
Available from tomorrow; brownthomas.com
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Ford Focus

Above Neoprene bomber, €915.  

From left Zigzag shirt, €475, camo  

T-shirt, €250, and statue T-shirt, €230.  

All NEil BArrETT, from Brown Thomas, dublin

The mere thought of wearing pattern is enough to make many men wince.  
Neil Barrett’s current collection — launching exclusively in Ireland at Brown 
Thomas, Dublin — puts a man-friendly spin on it, covering tees, shirts and 
outerwear in masculine motifs such as camouflage, nautical stripes and 
monochrome leopard print. It’s the kind of look-twice stuff that turns heads, 
but for all the right reasons. Complementing the punchier pieces are luxe  
takes on sportswear classics, including a slick panelled neoprene biker jacket 
in navy that is lightweight enough to be your new summer go-to. “The 
collection travels across cultures,” says Barrett. “There’s American workwear 
with European tailoring, Japanese denim with Italian weaving — it’s a sort of  
global masculinity.” Fitting, then, for his first foray on Irish shores. 

Want premium design at high-street 
prices? Feast your eyes on river 
island’s new collaboration with the 
london label YMc. The latest in the 
British chain’s design Forum series 
— an initiative that has previously 
spotlighted top talent such as the 
designers christopher shannon and 
lou dalton — features a 15-piece 
collection that pays homage to YMc’s 
most distinctive designs of the past 
20 years. From a British Millerain 
waxed cotton jacket (€150) to a 
summer-ready baseball shirt (€60), 
this is timeless style at a snip. 
In stores and online from Friday; 

eu.riverisland.com
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